surpnsmg, in the first reported study, people tended to reason about very di verse problems (domestic government policy, international foreign policy, chemistry, and physics) in the same way (42 of 50 subjects scoring at the same stage for all fou, problems). Rosenberg recognizes that these results contradict extellsive research demonstrating indi vidual differences in thinking (for ex ample, Hochschild's (1981) evidence that people think about political, ecOnomic, and social issues differently). Although the focal differences of the two research traditions (the emphasis on content in most public opinion work versus the em phasis on structure in the present re search) work against a simple resolution of these contradictions, hopefully future research within this paradigm will further explore the generality of tIle generic or homogeneous stage results obtained in these preliminary studies.
The final chapter in the book is par ticularly erudite, devoted to integrating the theoretical framework and empirical results with Jurgen Habermas's broader view of social theory. In sum, the book presents an innovative approach to un derstanding political reasoning. Rosen berg succeeds in providing thought-pro voking perspectives on issues that are critical to all political behavior research ers, regardless of theoretical or meth odological orientation. However, it would be unfortunate if the book were read only by that target audience. De velopmental psychologists and philoso phers of science will also find the book to be stimulating reading. (p, 195) ; and Sperling and Bever contrRst the "dark ages" before modern cognitive psychology with the ensuing "renaissance" and "enlighten ment" partiaJly brought about by Miller's work (pp. 74, 76, 114, 124 Some chapters provide historical ac counts of research in particular areas. McGill briefly discusses mathematical psychology; Garner, information theory; Sperling, capacity limitations; Bever and Wanner, empirical studies of grammar; and Hirst, rapprochements between cognitive science and neuroscience. In general, these chapters are sketchy and much less ambitious than similar chapters in other books. One exception is Bever's review of grammar, which begins with pre-Chomskian linguistics and ends with connectionism. The book would have been better if other authors had also be gun with an issue and traced its history carefully to the present.
One Pillar in the Making
Other chapters primarily focus on an author's own work: Shepard summarizes his work on scaling; Mehler, his work on the neuropsychology of languag ; Halle, his theory of phonemes; Johnson-Laird, the book he wrote with Miller (Langtwge and Perception, 1976) Irony, and Solidarity (19 9) , in forms us that language itself is not a rep resentation of something real in the world. Rather, any particular language is a metaphor that we use to explain. I am struck by this argument, especially as it applies to the term psychobiology. In the last half-dozen years, this term has becn
